Fume hoods, filtering
cabinets - Ventilation

REMINDER OF STANDARDS AND LEGISLATION
European standard EN 14470-1: Concerns flammable products in laboratories. Flammable products used and handled in laboratories must be
stored in one or more cabinets with a minimum fire resistance of 15 minutes. 4 types of fire resistance are defined: 15, 30, 60 and 90 minutes.
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European standard EN 14470-2: Concerns the storage of compressed gas cylinders in laboratories. It applies to cabinets whose total internal
volume allows the storage of gas cylinders with a total capacity of less than 220 litres.

FM (Factory Mutual): International insurance and accreditation body for fire protection equipment and advice to companies. The FM approval
includes a 10-minute fire resistance for safety cabinets according to the NFPA 251-1969 temperature curve.
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Standard NF X 15-211 - May 2009: Concerns the quality of ventilation and filtration as well as the quality of containment of recirculating fume
cupboards intended for handling chemicals in laboratories.
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European standards EN 15154-1/EN 15154-2: These standards concern first aid equipment and more specifically showers and washers
connected to the water network.
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European standard EN 1869-1997: This standard stipulates that the fire blanket must be able to withstand heat of approximately 900°C caused by
burning soybean or rapeseed oil. The electrical resistance of the blanket must not be less than 1 Ohm.

ISO
1182

European standard NF EN ISO 1182: This standard is a test standard for the non-combustibility of construction products (thermal insulation).

SGH
ONU

GHS - Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Warning label of Chemicals (concerns only the marking of the chemical container itself, not
the marking on safety cabinets): developed by the ILO (International Labour Organisation), the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development) and the UN SCETMD (Sub-Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods of the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations) - not to be confused with the ISO 7010 and ISO 3864 standards.

ISO

ISO 7010 / ISO 3864 (concerns marking on safety cabinets): ISO 7010 prescribes the safety signs to be used in the context of accident prevention, firefighting and health hazard information. The shape and colour of each safety sign and the design of the graphic symbols are in accordance to ISO 3864.

7010 / 3864
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NT FIRE 017: Swedish standard making P/N on the market for document and computer cabinets. 3 types of fire resistance are defined: 30, 60 and 90
minutes.
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French standard NF X 15-221: This standard applies to body showers connected to the water network and used on industrial sites and places other than
laboratories. The requirements of this standard are based on those of the European standard EN 15154-1.
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IDENTIFICATION AND CHEMICAL INCOMPATIBILITIES
Chemical Incompatibilities
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You must store in
a cupboard/compartment for

C.M.R. products

Flammable
cabinets

Toxic products

Dangerous for the environment
Xn

We remind you that some cabinets are not suitable for storing
highly corrosive (nitric, sulphuric, hydrochloric acid, etc.) and highly
flammable products. Please consult us or your dealer to find the
solution best suited to your needs.

YOU NEED QUICK AND CLEAR INFORMATION ON HOW TO
INSTALL A CABINET, A HOOD OR A BOX?

Find all our video tutorials on
https://www.ecosafesa.com/fr/catalogue/videos
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In any case, it is up to each end-user to contact his company’s
safety officer or his chemical supplier before storing his products
in cabinets designed for the storage of chemical products.
According to I.N.R.S. recommendations, and for safety reasons
(chemical reactions between incompatible products), products of
different nature must be stored separately. A cabinet can therefore
be used to store one type of chemical product (flammable, toxic,
corrosive, etc.). If you wish to store small quantities of different

families of chemicals in a single cabinet, you should use a multirisk
cabinet.

Containment
and cans

In accordance to EN14470-1, and to avoid possible containment
of vapors, mechanical ventilation is required to ensure air renewal.
We offer a wide range of filter and ventilation boxes, please refer to
our product documentation.

O Products that should only be stored, handled, discarded
together only if certain special conditions are applied.

File cabinets
Anti-fire equipments

+ Compatible products.
- Products that are incompatible with each other.
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Dangerous for health
/ Harmful-irritating products

Showers and firstaid equipments

Your containers have
a labelling
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